Fox body mustang dash

Restore your Mustang dash and dashboard components with high quality replacement parts
from Late Model Restoration! Restoring your Fox Body Dash is important to keeping your 20
plus year old Mustang looking like it just came off the showroom floor. Your dash parts are one
of the most used and most broken pieces in your interior. Late Model Restoration offers
instrument clusters, dash pads, radio parts, dashboard switches, speedometer faces, ac
controls, gauges, and column parts to help customize or return your interior to the way it once
was. Your dash pads are usually the first component to start seeing wear because they are
constantly in the sun and they start to crack and fade. We offer several different colors to color
match or give your interior a different style. When replacing your fox body dash, you will need
all the installation hardware and emblems to go with it to make a smooth transition, we offer
everything you need to make this happen. Your instrument cluster is the information center of
your Mustang. It tells you everything that is going on in your engine so you can operate at
maximum efficiency. Over the years your parts begin to wear out and need replacing. Whether
you are replacing your whole instrument cluster, a few gauges or fixing the hardware inside we
have everything you need at LMR. You radio helps to set the mood in your car. Whether it be
you rocking out or just having a nice relaxing drive listening to your favorite music, nothing
beats having music to uplift your mood. From the switches itself to the wiring that helps power
them, we have what you need to restore your Fox back to full functionality. Late Model
Restoration has you covered with factory knobs to restore the original look to your interior or
billet knobs to give you a custom look. Shop LMR. Show More Show Less. Shop 5. Choose from
switches, knobs, dash pads, emblems and more to get everything looking new again. Give your
gauges a new look with a replacement instrument lens and white face gauge faces. The
third-generation Mustang was produced by Ford from until It evolved through a number of
sub-models, trim levels, and drivetrain combinations during its production life. It underwent
updates for , and for a time seemed destined for replacement with a front-wheel drive Mazda
platform. However, company executives were swayed by consumer opinion and the rear-wheel
drive Mustang stayed, while the front wheel drive version was renamed the Ford Probe.
Enthusiasts group the generation into two segments: the â€” cars, with their quad headlight
arrangement, and the â€” cars, with their aerodynamic composite headlamps and front fascia
styling. Production ended with the introduction of the fourth-generation Mustang SN for the
model year. The model year Mustang was based on the Fox platform. This chassis was "Ford's
initiative to build a one-size-fits-all car to serve as a two-door sports car and a four-door family
car" with its initial use by the larger Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins that debuted in
the model year. Two trim levels were available: the base model and the more luxurious Ghia
model. The Cobra appearance package also made its debut in and would continue through both
the and model years. The Cobra 17, produced featured black grille, trim and moldings with the
exception of the sail panels which were painted body color , as well as black lower body paint.
The door handles, door locks, antenna, and roof drip rail were bright. Color-coordinated dual
pinstripes in the wraparound body-side moldings and bumpers, as well as COBRA decals on
the doors were standard. All Cobras came equipped with a small, center mount non functional
hood scoop to provide clearance for the air cleaner due to the turbocharged 2. Rear spoilers
were not included on the models, as they made their debut on the mid year introduction of the
Indianapolis Pace Car replica. The Cobra 5, produced and the Cobra 1, produced received a new
front bumper and air dam with fog lights, non functional cowl-type hood scoop, and rear spoiler
all carried over from the earlier Pace Car replicas. Graphics included belt-line stripes, a
redesigned hood decal, and "COBRA" decals on both the side quarter windows and the rear
spoiler. Exterior trim on both the and Cobras was black, including the door handles, key locks,
antenna, and sail panels. Interior Cobra specific parts on all ''81 Cobras included "Engine
Turned" dash bezels and three COBRA emblems - one in each door panel and one on the
passenger side dash bezel. Drivetrains consisted of the 2. Ford commemorated this event with a
mid-year "Indy " Pace Car version 10, produced. All were finished in two-tone pewter and black
with orange and red graphics. The front end featured a unique front air dam with fog lights, and
a full length cowl type hood scoop, while the rear end got the new for rear spoiler all of these
additions carried over to both the and Cobra. The black interior featured Recaro seats with
patterned black and white inserts. Available were the 2. The production cars included a sunroof.
The removable panel roof option would not become an available option until the model year. In ,
the Cobra model was dropped in favor of the Mustang GT, which returned after 13 years. This
would garner the slogan, "The Boss is Back! The GT included the front air dam with fog lamps
and the rear spoiler from the Pace Car and the and Cobras. However, the full length hood scoop
from those models did not carry over and the smaller Cobra hood scoop made its return on the
GT. Only four colors were offered on the GT model and they consisted of dark red, bright red,
silver, and black. The 5. It also formed the basis for the "SSP" Special Service Package cars that

were used by government and police law enforcement, and were almost exclusively ordered in
the 2-door sedan bodystyle. The 4. The Ghia model was discontinued. All were carried over from
the Mustang II line. Supplies of the 2. The automaker had plans this engine would usher in a
new era in performance. The 2. The was the only V8 offered in and The was mated only with the
three-speed automatic transmission. This meant the 2. The turbo 2. It was dropped for in the
United States, while remaining available in Canada. An improved version would return in the
new-for Turbo GT. The Traction-Lok limited-slip differential was available for the first time in ,
with all engine combinations. A five-speed manual option arrived late during the model year,
originally only in the 2. While most of the Mustang was carried over in late for , there were some
changes and improvements on the then five-year-old "Fox-platform" model. The front fascia
was restyled with a more rounded nose and reshaped grill. New, wider horizontal taillights with
dedicated amber turn signals replaced the vertical sectioned units. This was also the first
Mustang to the use the "Blue Oval" Ford emblem on the exterior, both front and rear. Ford
added a convertible to the Mustang line for , after a nine-year absence. The majority of the
convertibles were equipped with the new 3. The turbocharged 2. Sales of the Turbo GT were
hurt by a higher base price but lower performance than the 5. The 3. They featured red GT
rocker stripes and tri-bar Pony emblems on the front fenders. A new "Quadra-Shock" rear
suspension, which replaced the slapper bars with horizontally mounted axle shocks, became
available after a few months of production. After , the TRX option was retired for the Mustang.
The new Mustang SVO appeared first in and was produced through Four-wheel disc brakes,
inch wheels, and an SVO-specific bi-plane rear spoiler were a few of the differences between the
SVO and the rest of the Mustang line. The unique front fascia featured an offset hood intake
duct for the turbo intercooler and a grill-less nose with sunken single rectangular sealed beam
headlamps, flush inboard parking lamps and wraparound outer turn signal lamps. The front end
was intended to use flush aerodynamic composite headlamps with replaceable bulbs, but these
had not been approved by the US DOT in time for production. For , the front fascia was restyled
with a grill-less nose with a horizontal air intake slot. This would be the last carbureted V8 in the
Mustang. In , the Mustang GT saw drivetrain including a new The 7. Central fuel injection was
used on the non-turbo 2. The federally-mandated center high-mounted brake light was mounted
on the now-standard rear spoiler for hatchbacks, inside the bottom of the rear window of the
notchback and on the rear edge the standard luggage rack on convertibles. The Mustang, using
the 4. Johnson had a race win in the Group A support race for the Australian Grand Prix , as
well as several placings in the and Australian Touring Car Championships. Both the coupe and
the hatchback body styles were offered. These Mexican built Mustangs had a hybrid appearance
from until , using some Mercury Capri body parts. The model had a Capri front fascia, whereas
the model had the standard Mustang front fascia. The Capri body style was used for the â€”
hatchback models which featured a "bubble" glass hatch lift gate, Capri taillights, and Capri
wide fenders, although models had the regular Mustang front fascia. A SVO option was
available for the model. By the mids, Mustang sales were slumping. Sales were over , units a
year, but were minimal compared to previous numbers. Ford believed that the Mustang had lost
its place in the market. They subsequently announced that they would replace the rear-wheel
drive Mustang with a Mazda -derived front-wheel-drive version. Mustang fans quickly responded
and sent Ford hundreds of thousands of letters, asking them to continue production of the
rear-wheel drive Mustang. Ford responded by continuing production of the rear-wheel drive
Mustang, and proceeded to rename the front-wheel-drive version as the Probe , which ended up
being a replacement for the Escort-based Ford EXP. In August , the Mustang received a facelift
for the model year on both the interior and exterior. The front end was restyled to look more like
the SVO which gave the car more of an "Aero" look, in keeping with Ford's overall modern
styling direction. The interior received an all new dash, center console and revised seat and
door trim. Taillights on the LX were revised with clear lenses for the turn signals while the GT
now wore specific body-colored triple louvered lenses. The quarter glass windows lost their
louvers and now sported a single larger flush piece of glass lettered with "Mustang" at the
bottom rear corners. V8-powered Mustangs received E7TE heads and forged aluminum pistons
with valve reliefs in , as opposed to the flat-tops used in the previous year. No major changes
were seen for , although the T-top roof option for hatchbacks was discontinued midyear. For ,
the Mustang's speed density computer system was replaced with a mass air system Mustangs
sold in California also had the MAF system. This change slightly reduced factory horsepower,
but it made Mustangs much easier to modify. Ford's only gesture at a 25th Anniversary Mustang
was small, a passenger-side dashboard emblem with galloping-horse logo affixed to all models
built between 27 March , and the end of model-year For , Mustang added a new steering wheel
featuring an airbag, and a revised lower driver's-side dash panel with knee bolster. The
available tilt-steering wheel, however, was discontinued in favor of the revised airbag-equipped

steering column. A limited run of 5. Ford, already having produced 4, vehicles 2, with the AOD
four-speed automatic overdrive, and 1, with the T-5 five-speed manual transmission , released
them for dealer availability. Revamped interior quarter panels for the model year did away with
the side armrests for rear seat passengers, but gained large speaker panels for improved sound
quality for the stereo. Door map pockets and clear coat paint also became standard for the
Mustang, along with the availability of optional leather interior trim. The model year changes to
the 2. A revised roof for the convertible allowed the top to fold closer to the body. V8-equipped
models received new 16" five-spoke 'star' alloy rims. This estimate was more accurate given the
previous power ratings were made before the addition of the mass air flow system, minor
revisions in the camshaft profile, and other various small changes made throughout the
production run. The seldom used individual power window switches, mounted within the
quarter panel speaker grilles in the back seat of convertible models, were removed. Control for
the rear power windows were now relegated to the driver's door switch panel. The black bumper
rub strips and side moldings on LX models were now body-colored. Also for , Limited Edition
models featured a Chrome Yellow exterior with black or white leather interior, or a Vibrant white
exterior with white leather interior. A Cobra R model was also produced for that used the same
engine as the regular Cobra. It featured larger brakes, Koni shocks and struts , engine oil cooler
, power steering cooler, and rear seat delete. Options such as air conditioning and a stereo
system were not available on the Cobra R. Production of the third generation Mustang
concluded in September The Mustang was the first for a CD player to be optional from the
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Parts Depot continues to offer the best restoration parts available for your Fox Body Mustang.
Our unmatched commitment to providing quality parts for your Fox Mustang is what sets us
apart from our competitors. When the details matter, trust NPD's knowledgable staff to guide
you to the right part at the right price. Whether it be replacement Fox Mustang parts, restoration
quality Fox Mustang parts, or concours quality Fox Mustang restoration parts; we have it and in
stock. Like you, we live and breath the restoration hobby and take great pride in helping restore
our American History. From correct emblems and decals to seat upholstery and sheet metal,
NPD has everything you need. With our huge selection of Fox Mustang parts, there is no need
to go anywhere else for your Mustang parts needs. Our inventory is constantly expanding,
ensuring that we provide you with the largest, most up to date selection of Fox-body Mustang
parts available. NPD has your project covered from start to finish. We carry Fox Mustang parts
for , , , , , , , , , , , , , and models. Thank you for considering National Parts Depot as your supplier
of great restoration parts and accessories. All Vehicle Years Toggle navigation. Year Filter All
Years Search Cancel. Show More. Checkout Continue Shopping. I'm keeping that a secret till I
have my project finished. Parts are too rare and hard to come by. Post a Comment. After
searching and searching for a correct dash hull I finally found one. Probably the only place now
to find parts in Wisconsin. It's an old school type of salvage yard. The kind of salvage yard that
still isn't really online. They aren't linked to car-parts. This guy holds on to everything and he
has cars dating back to the teens. First thing that needs to be done is get your tetanus shot..
LOL Joking This car is pretty bad. I will return another weekend for some wiring off of it. About
the only good thing on it is wiring and the dash lol. Verified Mustang on the door. Very hard to
find in Wisconsin. Any other junk yard would have crushed it, but these guys specialize in
recycling and part selling. Not many salvage yards operate that way anymore. Found a mud
wasp next. Good thing it was really old the bugs had moved on. This is a very tight spot and you
will need this exact tool to unscrew these screws. There are some cracks in the dash but all are
repairable on this one. By the speaker area is one. I will most likely epoxy or JB weld it. Now if
you look down the hole closely you can easily pop off the atmosphere cables. First remove the
locks then the cables are clipped into the controller block. Finally out of the car. This is a true

rarity to find a dash bottom that is not broken up at the vent open close points. Now I had to
take extra care as you should with an old dash hull like this. They can be very brittle after years
of neglect and UV damage. This car had the doors already ripped off and the glove box is rusted
in position so I managed to work around that carefully and gently. Once home I will soak in WD
to try and remove. I have a couple glove boxes sitting. I have been looking a long time for this
dash so that I can return the car to having an 8 track look a-like stereo. I will make it look as
OEM as possible. The thief used a breaker bar and put dents in the car damaged the door's
chrome pieces. Then the thief damaged the lower dash in process of stealing the stereo. The
idiot left the laptop in the back and the breaker bar. Unfortunately the police in Killeen, TX were
unable to pull prints from the tool. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments
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2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 10 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. All I can find are
the few pictures on their site. Trying to find someone that actually has it in their car. Wanting to
see how it looks with the steering wheel and everything in place. Join Date Aug Posts Yes, I've
even posted in that thread. Just wanting to see if anyone else is running the actual Florida 5. I
met a guy today who has one installed in his car. I didn't get any pictures of it, but I'll be seeing
him next week. I could at least get a picture with the steering wheel installed, if that helps. After
seeing it in person, I'll be buying one in the next few days. My dash should be in on Monday or
Tuesday. Here you go:. Holley Dominator EFI controls it all. SGMP - 8. Looks good! My Digital
Dash stuff came in yesterday. Hopefully I'll get a chance to mess with it this weekend. Mine
showed up today, I'm excited to get it installed. Join Date Dec Posts Originally Posted by
TxFireman Originally Posted by robertc May God's grace bless you in the Lord Jesus Christ.

Thanks Danny!! Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. About us Holley has been the undisputed
leader in fuel systems for over years. Join us. All right reserved. The plastic is thin, door panels
are essentially cardboard and not a lot of people stick to the small stock speaker sizes. First
thing is to find out what you want to achieve? Stock interior be it red, blue, grey, black or are
you doing a black conversion? A few things changed from your stock non-black to factory black
interiors on the aero nose foxes â€” assuming you have a year where no black option was
offered You either have to cut a hole in the panel why would anyone do that? The other note is
the dash itself, the OE black dash will come from an airbag car so the fuse block will need some
modifying to work which is doable. We often see painted interiors that look bad, either too
glossy of a paint was used and the prep was so bad that the paint would peel off from just
looking at it wrong. I would argue, for black conversions, you find high-use parts in black such
as the kick panels, scuff plates, console, dash pad and HVAC vents. The rest is pretty easy to
paint and match factory OE black. Despite people providing negative feedback on this, it can
look extremely good. I also suggest you go to a dollar store and pick up some sort of crafts
storage bins for all the screws be sure to label things. I normally just remove the plastic from
the frame. Make an inventory of what you have and what you need to restore your interior.
Online stores like LMR have a lot of restoration parts available and I always recommend getting
the interior screw kit, extra door panel pins, etcâ€¦ for my most recent restoration I ended up
buy new: Headliner, rear window tray, carpet, seat belt sleeves, pretty much everything LMR
had for a smoke grey interior. I also suggest new headliner and carpet, it makes a big difference.
Below is how I restored an extra set of door panels. I steamed the cardboard backing and
applied the wooden jig for a week or so. It is possible to find a mint interior, but not as easy as it
once was. Applying a coat of SEM plastic paint can really make your interior look factory fresh.
Paints designed for plastics will have etching chemicals for the paint to adhere to the surface.
Which is why I recommend using OE black parts for high-use things. This is especially easy
with everything out of the car. Also clean up your work space, dust is your enemy. Also care to
actually read the instructions. I also like to use a 3M tack cloth to pickup any dust or residue.
This may sound bad but keep your greasy fingers off the prepped surfaces! For the smoke grey
interior, luckily for you off-the-shelf Presidio is a I like the flat sheen but you can test it with
semi-flat clear coat on scrap pieces. Even the strange map light is masked and painted, since
these things seem to turn green over time? As you can see the factory smoke grey interior
starting to get pieced back together below. And when you start adding new headliners, carpets,
etcâ€¦ The results are pretty much immediate. Headliner should go in before the seats and for a
coupe, yes it does fit through the doors, just need to play with it a little. Below is a picture of
custom upholstered seats, only difference from factory are the french stitching. From factory
these matched the material on the seats. If you have plain LX low back seats, the inserts will
have the same material. If you have leather, the inserts will also be leather or at least match it
with vinyl. If you change your seats, even custom like perforated leather â€” make sure to do
the same treatment to the door inserts. If you want to remove a walmart type single din unit and
go with a factory unit for that extra detail. Radio codes change from year to year but these are
options:. Take your time, have a plan, an idea on how you want the interior to look like. I
suggest you have all the parts lined up before starting to avoid having to wait 6 months to get it
all done. Below are some pictures of factory mint fox interiors for inspiration and how it once
looked. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Assembling the parts Make an inventory of what you have
and what you need to restore your interior. Refreshing parts with a light coat of paint It is
possible to find a mint interior, but not as easy as it once was. Door panel inserts From factory
these matched the material on the seats. Radio option If you want to remove a walmart type
single din unit and go with a factory unit for that extra detail. Sweet porno red interior Black and
white convertible interior Tweed seats and smoke grey interior Cobra R door panel Another
white interior, on a 7up Convertible Cobra R, radio delete panel. You may also like. February 14,
February 17, July 8, There is 1 comment 1 comment. Hazel Owens February 21, at pm. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Available in 3 stages, call for
detail. Read what makes our cages the best choice. A rear X not shown here is included in a
10pt cage setup. Bars that extend into the engine compartment as well as the rear X are
included in a 12pt cage kit. Please call for exact shipping quote to your location. We than circle
each mating surfaces, serial number that kit and take digital pics of each kit which we than
e-mail to you with your kit. No one else g
2011 impala wiring diagram
bmw e46 aftermarket radio install
mahindra 3016 problems

oes so far to make your life sooo easy. See if the other guys can guarantee you a fit like this in
there kit, because we do. Let Wild Rides save you hours of hard work and end up with a roll
cage that looks professionally installed. NHRA legal to General Cage Info; 8pt Cages do not
include a rear X, 10pt cages have an X, 12pt cages have and X and bars leading up into the
engine compartment. All X and engine compartment bars do require final fitting. Notes: Will Not
Fit Convertibles. Cages may be in stock or may take up to 8 weeks to ship from time of ordering.
Includes NHRA legal floor plates. Optional Door Bar swing out kits available. All Rights
Reserved. Like us on facebook Wild Rides Race Cars close. Click on thumbnail pictures to the
left to expand the pictures. Roll Cage quantity. Categories: 12 Point , Ford , Roll Cages. Details
Addl. Search Products Search for: Search. Email Sign Up. Choose an option Mild Moly. Choose
an option Yes No. Choose an option Straight Over Seat Clear.

